Instructions: 1 Figures to the right indicate full marks.
2 Be precise and to the point in your answer.

1 Answer the following (Any four) 24
   1 Explain ADO.NET architecture.
   2 What is grid view? Explain any five grid view properties with example
   3 Write a program to upload an image file not more than 500 KB on server using file upload with proper validation
   4 What is catching? Explain type of catching.
   5 Explain datalist with example.

2 Use of sitemap control with any three properties. 4

3 A Answer the following (Any three) 18
   1 Explain model popup extender with example.
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2 Explain auto complete extender with example.
3 Explain password strength extender with example.
4 Explain cascading dropdown extender with example.

B Answer the following:
1 What is use of validation collector extender?
2 What is use of corner round extender?
3 What is use of allow visible extender?

4 A Answer the following (Any three)
1 Explain architecture of silverlight in brief
2 Explain type of layout in silverlight.
3 What is data binding? Explain type of data binding with example.
4 Explain double animation and color animation with example.

B Answer the following
1 What is silverlight plugin?
2 What is the use of story board class in silverlight?
3 What is use of URI mapper in navigation?